USA HOCKEY / HOCKEY CANADA
TRADE CONSENT/REFUSAL FORM

Any properly released and transferred player, (other than CHL Teams/Players) who is subsequently and involuntarily traded to another team within the incoming Federation, must accept the trade and then complete the Trade Consent section accepting the trade, or refuse the trade, and complete the Trade Refusal section of this form. PLEASE CLEARLY PRINT.

Player Name (Last, First)

DOB DD/MM/YY

Previous team: __________________________ League: __________________________

New team: __________________________ League: __________________________

Federation: (circle one) USA Hockey Hockey Canada

TRADE CONSENT/ REFUSAL

I, the above named player (circle one) ACCEPT REFUSE the trade as indicated above.

If player refuses this trade, the player revokes his release & transfer, and may return to compete in his outgoing federation.

Player Signature __________________________ Date ____________

If player is U18 then parent signature is required.

Parent Signature __________________________ Date ____________

Federation use only

USA Hockey __________________________ Date ____________

Hockey Canada __________________________ Date ____________

Copies of the completed Trade Consent/Refusal form shall be forwarded by email/fax to both the player's outgoing and incoming federations. Refer to the USAH/HC/CHL Transfer & Release Agreement for guidelines of player movement between the federations.

USA Hockey
International Department
719-538-1516 Phone
719-538-1160 Fax
transfers@usahockey.org

Hockey Canada
Manager, Rules & Regulations
613-696-0784 Phone
613-696-0787 Fax
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